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Abstract
As a result of the increas ing interes t by engineers and pe rt opera tors in noa lin~ docb
to resolveport construction problems. theneed for investigating thedynamK: response
of suc h struc tures increases . Si nce it is 001cos t effective to carry oul tests on an actual
ope rating floati ng dock in the ocean, an alternat ive solut ion is to undertake parametric
mod el tests. Very few experiments using a floating dock modelhave bee n publ ished .
T o establish the mot ion respo nse and mooring forces of a Iypica l floating dock in both
regular and irregular waves in beam seas , an experime nta l program using a 1;9 scale
model of a moored floating dock has been conducted. For each mooring configuratiun
(fre e floating, c rossed. crossed-co nnected and non-crossed) . tests were undertaken at a
5:1 mooring ratio (hOlitontal distance to water depth) ..... ith prototype wave period s of
3 to 15 seconds . In all cases ro ll, heave and sw ay motion responses were obtained . The
experiments were corxlucted in a wave tank equipped with a pseudo random wive
making facil ity. To obtai n th e response amplitude operato r (RA G) from the ambient
response data . spectra l analysis techniques were used.
There is very good agreeme nt betwee n regular and irre gular wi ve data . The RAO
curves for roll , heave . sway and mooring forces show that the ron-c ros sed moorin g
confi guration should be employ ed where the sinrauon permi ts since it will decre ase the
ro ll motion and moor ing force s withrespect to crossed and crossed -connected designs.
The re appears to beno benefi t in either of the mooring designs for heave response . Th e
RAO remains relative ly consta nt regard less of wave height and pe riod.
Based on the findirlgs of the study, areas for further research have beenidentified and
recommcndalions made for funher work on nooling dock designs .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Genera l
The recent dram atic increase in the offshore petroleum indust ry and continually
increasing world require ments for coal, natural gas and a wide range of materials
coupled with the ability and will ingnessof different countries to exchangegoods. and
the lowering of trade ba rriers ha ve contr ibuted to a signi ficant increase in seaborne
traffic. Ports built to handle this trafficplaya majo r rolein the economic development
of the surrounding region .
In the past two to three decades therehas been high ly visible and quickening interest.
by marine engineers and portoperators, in floating docks to resolve portco nstruction
and operation problems.
A dock is the mostgeneraldesignation for a structure or placeat whicha vessel can
bemoored. In many instances, floating docks may comprise an entire marine terminal
or port. Recent examples include theFalkland Islands "Ptexiport '' which cons ists of
seven barges fanning a 30S·m·long floating qua y with transit sheds that can
accommodaterou -orsrolt-off ancg eneralcargoships. Theport ofValdez oildock berth
No. 1 loading d ock consists of a semisubmersible-type tubular st eel space frame
suNJOrt ing a 119-bY 21·m deck bu oyed by j -m-diameter vertical cylinders (Tsinker,
1986). Floaling do cks have alsobeen utilized as offshore term inals for thestorage and
transfer of hazard ous ca rgoes suc h as the LPG storage facility in the Java Sea
(Anderson, 1973) anda proposed L NG term inal(Ans pach, 1980 ).
On the localsce ne, there is a major shift to floating docks in smallcr aft harbou rs, for
a number of reaso ns. A co llapseof thefishing industry hassha rplyreducedthe capital
fundi ng for dock replacement and d ockrepairs. In certain areas where the fishery isstill
active, the use of floating docks is a practical andeconomic alte rnative . Environmemal
concerns related to theconstruction of fixed structures , also favour the useof floating
docks .
Floaling docks o ffer-severa l advantagesover conventional fixed pier construction; these
include lowerconstruction costs, modular de sign, impro vedexp ansion capability I speed
of construction, and ease of deployment. The technica l and economic feasibility will
varydepending upon local siteconditionssuch as wa ter depth . tidal va riations. seabed
materials , availab ility of co nstrucn on material and equ ipmen t access. Their pri ncipal
disadvantages inclu de higher maintenanceand operating costs.andunacceptable motions
in certain wavecli mates.
1.2 Objectives
Sincea better under standing of the dynamic behaviour of floating docks is an important
prerequisite for a safe, reliable and effective design. an experimental investigation of
floatingdocks with a view to minimizetheir motions under wave action then becomes
particularly useful. Although many detailed studieshave been carried out for floating
docks (Jahren, 1986), they have generally been limited to structural desigllstudies. The
motion responses and mooring loads induced by environmental forces. especially wave
forces. have received relatively little attention.
Thefollowing investigation addresses theproblem by providing a quantitativemeasure
of themotionresponse characteristics andmooring line forcesof a floatingdock in both
regular and irregular waves. The resulting comparison will provide a definitive
indication of the changes in responseand mooring forces that can be expected relative
to different wave conditions andmooring co nfigurations.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This treatise is divided into six chapters. The first (lmroduc tion) has already been
presented. In Chapter 2, a literature review cf available theore tical. experimental and
fieldstud ies on the motion response and mooring loads of similar floating structures to
wavesis presented .
Chapter 3 contains hydrody namic modelling principles. descriptionso f themodel and
the prototype, the design and fabrication of themodel, andmodelling of the mooring
system.
In Chapter 4. a description of the experimentalstudy is presented. Thi s incorporates
a brief description of the instntmentalion used in the tests to study the dy namic
behaviour of the structure due to wave action, and an outlin e of the experimental
pr ocedure .
Chapter 5 focuses on the analysis and discussion of the results . Theoretical
formulations which inc ludethe Spectra l Analysis Method a re expla inedand experimental
resulls are presented and discu ssed.
F inally, concluding remarks and rec ommendations for future re search a re outline in
C hapter 6 .
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
All free floating structures have sixdegrees of freedom of motion and these responses
are modified by the presence of a mooringsystem. Such structures are used in offshore
for exploration andproduction.
The re are two general approaches to the mathematical simulation of structure
responses; (1) frequency domain analys is, and (2) lime domain analysis. Frequency
domain analysis idealizes the mo ored structure as a linear system characterized by a
mass, spring, anddashpot. The analysis is based on mechanical vibrations theory am.I
involves the solution of an equation of the following form;
( M + a«(,»)) X + b((,) i + eX _ F(r), (2.1)
where
M '" mass matrix
a(w) = added massmatrix
= displacement vector
b«(,)) = damping matrix
= stiffness matrix
F(t) = force vector
In reality , there is a separate equati on of the form of equation (2.1) for each of thesix
degrees of freedom. Terms on the left-hand side of equation (2.1) acc ount for forces
imposed on thestructure as it moves in still water (i.e ., in the absence of waves). The
added mass, Dj,,(W), and damping coefficient, bufw) , are collectively called the:
hydrodynamic coefficients and are a function of the structure motion frequency , w. The
spring constant, cu' accoun ts for forces that are proporti onal to the structure
displacemen t and represents either hydrostatic restoring forces or a lin earized mooring
restraint, or both. Fr(t) , on the right -hand side of equation (2.1), is a sinusoidally
varying wave force and is a function of wave amplitude, frequen cy, and direction. FlO
nonnally is computed by assuming that lhe floating body is held rigidl y .
Hydrostatic restoring force s in equati on (2.1) are often computed from basic pri nciples
of naval architecture. Th e hydrodynamic coefficients aiw) and bfi(w) usually are
computed by using either slender body or wave scattering theory as di scussed by van
Oortmerssen (1976) for a variety of motion frequencies. Similarly , the wave forcing
function is computed for a variety of wave frequencie s and directions . Equation (2.1)
is then sol ved for the structure displacement , velocity, and acce leration for each wave
frequency and direction of interest. A consequence of this approach is that the floating
body responds sinusoidally at a frequency equal to the wave frequency. Because an
irregular wave field is characterized by a vari ety of frequencies and directions, equation
(2.1) is solved for the range of wave frequencies and directions present in the wave
field. Results of such analysis nonnall y are computed for waves of unit amplitude and
summarized in terms of Response Amplitude Operators(RAOs), the ra tiosof individual
mononresponses 10 individual wa ve amplitudes, such as presented by Sugin (1983).
Since the moored-object system is assumed linear, the mot ions of the floaling suucrure
in an irregular wave field canbe det ermined by using the spectral response techniques
which will be described in Chapte r 5.
Thefrequency domain approach has been, andcontinues to be, w idelyused asit is
s impler and requires less computational effort thar time domain analysis. Its
shortcomings,however, are fundamental. First of all, the mooring restraints must he
linear; that is, the mooring restraint loadmust be a linear function of displacement. If
themooring restraintsare nonlinear , nonnegHgible subhannon icmotio ns of the structure
can occur at frequencies that differ from lhe forcing wavefrequency (vanOon merssen .
1976), Such motions are not sim ulated by frequency domain analysis. Second, as
d iscussed byvan Oorshot (1975), Lo ken (1979)and Chakrabani (1980 ), noating bodies
are subjected to a lowfrequency, s lowlyvarying wave drift force. Man y moored-object
systems are characterized by relatively low natural frequencies insurge , sway.antiyaw.
T his fact, coupled with the fact that damping is small at low freq uencies , makes
structure mooring prone to low frequency excitation . Soft mooring systems, such as
spread moorings and single point moorings, are particularly susce ptible to slowly
varying drift forces. In fact, lhe first-order forces at wave freque ncies o ften are
neglected in theanalysis of soft s ingle point mooring systems. Obviously, the above-
d escribed frequency domain analys is cannot be used to evaluate floating body response
fromslowly varying wave drift force .
Theshortcomings offrequency dom ainanalysisare overcome bytime domain analysis
at theexpenseof addedcomputational effort . Time domain analysis was developed by
Cummins (1962) and has beendescribedin detailby Bomze(1974)and vanOortmerssen
(1976. 1986). The inter ested reader is referred to the previously cited literatur e for
detailed discussion of the applicatio ns of mathematica l models to stru cture mooring
problems.
2.2 Review of Related Work
Dynam ic response and mooring force s prediction of a floating body in waves is not
without precedence. Wil son (1959) showed that a fairly accu rate so lution for the motions
of a floating stru cture in a monochromatic head or beam sea could be obtained by
making assump tions whi ch simplify the problem considerably. He assured that:
1. Li near wave theory applies.
2 . The wave is not modifi ed by thepresence and motion of the structure.
3 . Theunderwater portion of the structure is a prismoidal rectangular block
having the same displ acement as the actual structu re.
The second assumption . known as the Froude -Krylov Hypothe sis, produc es a good
approximati on for floati ng structu re motions , part icularly in waves of long pe riod,
despite Its obvious short comings of ignoring tile effect of the wave diffracted around the
Immersed body and the wave radiating away from the body produced by tile body
motion . VuglS (1968) found that the Froude-Krylo v hypothesis produces conservati ve
wave exciting forces and motions for bodies with high stability.
Some investigators, as for instance Kaplan and Putt (1962) , Leendertse (1963). Muga
(1967) and Seid l (1973) linearized the elasticity characteristics of the mooring sys tem.
The restoring fo rces of the mooring system can then be incorporated in the hydrostatic
term eX . The equation (2.1) of motion in the frequency domain can then be easi ly
solved. with the restriction that only harmoni c excitations can be used.
Others, incillding Kilner (1960) and Yang (19 72) added non-li near terms to equ ation
(2 .1) to acco unt for tile restor ing forc es oflb e mooring system, and solved the equations
by means of the me thod of equivalen t linearization, assuming that the excitatio n was
pure sinuso idal.
Investigations by Ogilvie (1964), Kim (1968 ), Newma n (1970) and weh ausen (1911)
tre ated the floating structure motion pro blem much more rigorous ly. Th e motion of the
flui d was described by means of a veloc ity potential function which satisfied die La place
equatio n and the boundary conditions at the water surface. at thebotto m and at the
inte rface between the immersed body and the water . However , lheir meth od leads 10
d ifficulties in the so lution for moorin g forces if the res traints are non-linear .
Ga rrison (1974) treated the problem of the wave induced motions of various three-
d imensional objects by using Green' s function methods developed by Joh n (1950). Arlee
et al. (19 74) treated the two-dimensional pro blems of moored floating o bjects in deep
w ater, also using John 's Method. In th ese inves tigations, only freely tloat ingconditi ons
we re cons ideredas an appro ximation of slackly moored conditions. These methods were
fai rly comp licated and might not be e asily use d by many design enginee rs.
Ij ima (1972) introduced two theorie s for ana lyzing the motions of a recta ngula r body
d ue to waves in finite water depth. Th e se theor ies assured small amplirudes of the waves
a nd motions of thefloating bodies. The solutions were exact, but they were cumbe rsome
to calculate because of the infinite series involved . An app roximate solution was
proposed by Ito (1972). He showed that the infinite series co uld be omitted wi thout
serious decrease in accuracy and he ad vocated theadvan tage o f approximate solutions
over theexac t ones: e.g., saving in c om putational work. clarity of physica l meaning of
each term in the solutions and versat ility to vari ous mooring condlttcns.
The work of Wilson and Awada lla (1971, 1973) , Lean (1 971) and Bomze(1974) was
charac terized by theass umption th at the hyd rodynam iccoefficients tlq andb~ in equation
(2.1) were independent of the freque ncy, so that th is equati on wasregarded as an actual
diffe re ntial equat ion. The solutio n. which is found eithe r by approximate a nalytica l
methods or by finite difference integration in the time doma in may con tain co mponents
with fr equencies lower (subhann on ic)or h igher(superhannonic) than that of the forcing
functi on .
Unfo rtunately , the assumption of cons tant hydrodynam ic coefficients can nOI be
justified. Espe cially in shallow wa ter. the se coefficientsappear to be very se ns itive to
changes in frequency. Van Oortmerssen (1976)devel oped a mathematical mode l which
was based on theequauons of motion in the t ime doma in as th ey had fi rst been
fonnulated by Cummins (1962 ) . In the study . a time-domain de scription of th e
behaviour of the moored urucrure was us ed whi ch took into account the f requency
dependence of thefluid reaction forces.
A co mprehensive surve y (which focused on the dy namic response of mooring systems
10waves) was presented by Casa rella (1970) and Chao (19 73). wherein the authors
covered a wide territory , ranging fromstru cture m oorings and towed cable systems to
unprogrammed models and purely stalic m odels. Another collected list of the existing
programm ed mathematical treatm entsand th oseempl oying exactanaly tical methods was
given by Dillo n (1973).
Natv ig et al. (1976) di scussed the linearized and non.linear methods for finding motion
response for ta ut or slack moored floating suucmres. The lin earized me thodw as based
upon a tradiliona! freque ncydomain approach, whe reas the non-linear methodwa s based
upon the time integration method as propos ed by Newmark.
10
Bomze (1980) developed a numerical model for calculating lhe mot ions of a moored
vessel inside the harbour at AcajutJa and the forces in the vessel mooring s. The
numerical mode l was validated by com paring the calculated responses with those
measured full scale in the Port of Acajutla and in hydraulic model tests. The
investigation was performed on the ex isting harbour excited by an offshore wave
spectru m and the resulting motions and moorin g forces of a vessel moored inside the
harbour . Excellent corr elation was found between the calcu lated and measured results .
In Migliore's (1979) study, a thr ee dimensi onal response theory had been developed
into a computer model that could be applied to both slender and barge-like objects. Th e
study investigated box-like shapes motion respo nse for various drafts, periods o f
excitation and length-to-beamratios (U B) by utilizing both two-dimensional strip theory
and three -dimens ional theory. Results fro m the two theories were also compared to
published experimental data from model test s. Th e objects analyzed wen: a 1 8 x 52 x
5-em barge model , and a model of a 90 x 90 x 40 ·m floating box (I :100 scale). The
comparison showed that strip theory did not predict reliable results for those U B ratios ;
thethre e-dimensi onal theory, however, did agree very well with the model-responses
reported .
Yamashita (1981) examined a practical fonn u la for estimating the eddy -making
component of the roll-damping moment exerted on the floating box-shaped body for
comparison with the results obtained from forced-rolling experiments conduct ed on a
two-dimens ional model of the floating body. Because the box- shaped floating structures
are charact erized by small length-to-beam and large beam-to-draft ratios, a three-
dimensional meth odutilizing pulsating pressur e distrib utions was also used to calculate
themotions and the wave-exciting forces o f a shallo w-draft box-shaped floating body in
longitudinal and oblique waves. The results of the calculation were compared with
1l
experiments on box-shaped models characterizing a floating dock .
Ikegaml and Matsuura (1983) presented a unified analytical method for predicting of
the motions of floating bodies under composite extema lloads such as mooring loads and
loads due to floating bodies connected together . In order to verify the applicability of
the method , model experiments were also carried out for severa l typical cases of moored
or connected floating bodies. From the results obtained. it was verified lhat so far as the
composite external loads could be approximated by linear dynamic system, this method
appeared 10 have wide applicability to these types of bodies including the case of rigid
connections between floating bodies.
An extensive model study was carried out by Chakrabarti (1983) to investiga te the
motions of a floa ting structure and the loads in its mooring line. To achieve this
objective. a superta nker model. a small tanker and a barge model were tested. The
models were moored in head seas with two linear springs. The spring constants were
varied in the test series and the springs were pretensioned so that they never went slack.
The tests included regular waves. wave groups and irregular waves. Based on the results
obtained. he sugges ted that the mooring line load would increas, ....ith the stiffness in
the mooring line and the damping in waves was larger than the damping of the structure
in still water.
Maeda et al. (1986) conducted experiments on motions of a floating body in two-
directional regular waves where the wave directions were perpendicular to each other.
From the results obtained. it was indicated that in the case of the two d irectional .....aves.
the direction and the amplitude of each component regular wave could also be obtained
by the M.L .M. (Maximum Likelihood Meth.od) and phase from F.F.T . (Fast Fourier
Transform) analysis.
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Kulsvehagen and Sandvik (1988)focused on a comparison between theoretical analyses
and model tests for dynamic motions and mooring line dynamics carr ied out for a
floating production system. The dynamic mot ions were calculated in the frequency
domain and included both first and second order motions. The line dynamics. however .
were analyzed in the time domain. They showed thar the dynamic strengthening to tile
mooring lines due to first order motions was neither negligible for "high pretensions".
nor dominating for low pre tensions. Mooring lines were mostly dominated by restoring
forces and less by drag forces.
A statistical analysis of floating structure motions induced by waves was carried out
by Langley and McWilliam (1992). In the study, a new (closed form series) solution for
the combined first and second order response probability density function had been
derived in tenus of the eigen values and eigen vectors of the matrix arising in a
discretised Kac-Siegert analysis. The applicability of themethod was investigated by
comparison with time domain simulation. The result suggested that a good estimate of
first term of the series which corresponded to the assumption that the first and second
order responses were statistically independent could be obtained, and that a limited
number of eigen values would suffice.
Negate et al. (1993) introduced a method for calculating motions of floating bodies in
waves, moored by elastic lines in a sea with a breakwater by using the method of
velocity potentia l continuation . In that method they calculated a number of small size
matrices instead of a large size matrix. The method was especially efficient with respect
to the memory requ ired for thecalculation. Experiments for two floating bodies were
also carried out. Comparisons between the measured and calculated values of amplitudes
of the floating body motions and mooring forces were conducted .
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Chapter 3
The Hydrodynamic Model
In this chapter , the hydr odynamic model of the floating dock is discu ssed. It includes
the modelling princip les, a descripti on of the prototype , the design and fabrication of the
experimenta l mode l, mode lling of the mooring system, and model characte ristics.
3.1 Modelling Prin ciples
The essential requirements of any model are that it provid es an adequat e representat ion
of me design enviromnent and the structure itself. When the design environment is
dominated by wave actio n and the inertia of the body. similitud e be tween prototype and
modelis achieved using Fronde scaling.
In order to scale from prototype 10 model. the laws of dynamic. geometric and
kinematic similitude must be satisfied. Dynamic similarity is achieved by holding the
ratio of the gravity force (assumed dominant for free surface flow) to inert ia force
constant . Th is fe t t' lls in a relationship between the mod el and prototype known as the
Froude Number defined as;
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( V ' J" ( v' )"g~~~ = tL, (3 .1)
where V is velocity . L is length. g is acceleration due 10 gravity. and the subscripts m
and p denote model and prototype respectively . Geometr ic similarity is achieved by
holding the ratio of prototype length to model length constant , as follows;
(3.2)
Kinematic simila rity is achieved by holding the ratio of proto type velocity to mode l
velocity constant. From the Froude relationship above
From theserelationships, the followingscalesare detennined:
(3.3)
Lengthscale
Velocityscale
Time scale
Mass scale
Forcescale
L" :::: aL". .
V, := tin V• •
T, ,. till T.. .
M,= cJM•.
F, = el F",.
(3 .4)
(3. 5)
(3 .6)
(3 .7)
(3 .8)
The choiceof model scaledependsmainlyon the wavetank dimensions. In anycase,
tile scale factor must allow accurateadjustmentof such quantitiesas waveheights, wave
periods. and pretension in mooring lines. It is also assumed that mode l forces and
motion levels can be eccura rcty measured and recorded .
3.2 Description of Prototype
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The prototype floating dock consists of treated timber crib construction with six internal
styrofoam billets. The crib consists of cross-ties, longitudinals, stringers, and decking
which distribute the loading evenly. Timber skids located on the underside of the dock
allow for storage and on shore towing. Thebillets are held in place by a number of slats
which rest on the skids. The timber materia" is treated with a chromium-copper-arsenate
(CCA) preservative to increase service life. All joints are secured using hot-dip
galvanized M20 machined bolts of various lengths. A plywood skirt and plastic fender
provide resistance to boat collisions. A series of wheel-guards and chocks provide
protection againsl equipment sliding off the structure andprovide supplementary berthing
in addition to the mooring cleats. Four eyebolts are positioned near the comers 10
provide a means of lifting the structure from the water for repairs or winter storage.
Information with respect 10the number of members , dimensions and mass distribution
is included in Table 3. 1. The corresponding three-dimensional (3-D) view is shown in
Figure 3. 1.
The mooring system usually consists of mooring chains and gravity block anchors. In
most cases, there are four lines per unit crossed underneath the dock. These are
connected 10 eyebolts located at or near the water-line. When two or more docks are
linked, a single mooring line can be shared and the weight and size of both chain and
anchor can increase to offset the increased loads. Typically, chain with a mass of 14. 15
kg/m is utilized. Figure 3.2 shows a typical mooring system arrangement.
3.3 Design and Fabrication of the Model
Table 3.2 shows the principal characteristics of the prototype and model. These values
were computed using the modelling principles presented ear lier in Section 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Principle Characteristics of the PrototyPf
Unit No. of Length Height Width M...
Units (mm) (mmj (mm ) <kO)
Skids · Wide 2 7300 140 191 293
Skids · narrow 2 7300 140 140 215
Lonairudlnals (Level l) 12 1020 191 140 245
CrossTies(Level l ) 7 140 191 3000 421
Slats 24 38 13 2720 24
Billets 6 1020 610 2720 2;';4
Longitudina ls (Level 2) 2 8320 241 140 421
Cross Ties(Level2) 9 140 241 2720 619
Lcnai tudinals A (Level 3) 12 1020 191 140 245
Lonelmdmals B (Level 3) 4 318 191 140 26
CrossTies A (l..eveI3) 7 140 191 3000 421
CrossTies B (Level 3) 2 292 191 3000 251
Lonelmdinale A (Level 4) 2 8320 140 241 421
Loneitcdtnals B (Level 4) 2 5540 140 89 104
Lcnaitudinals C (Level 4) 2 3220 140 89 60
Cross TiesA (Level 4) 4 241 140 759 77
Cross Ties B (Level4) 2 241 140 822 42
Deckina 57 140 38 3000 682
Chocks- Short 8 305 62 140 16
Chocks>Lena 2 1000 62 140 13
Railine 2 6410 89 140 120
Siding 2 8320 S72 13 91
Uftin Hooles 4
--- ---
·40. 24
Skid Bolts 14 ---- 331 ... - 9
Stringer Bolts 20 .... 331 _... 13
Throu h Bolts A 8 .... S72 .... 9
I ~. • D • • D
'0 .... ~, ._.. "
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Figure 3.1 3-D View of floating Dock
Figure3.2 flo ating Dock Moorlng Arrangement
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Thegeometric scale of the mcdel to lhal of theprotcrype was delennined OR!he basis
of wave frequency range required in comparison10 the range which the facilily could
generate. This resulled in a maximumscaling ratio of 1:9.
Table 3.1 Modelling Paramdtrs
Parame ter Prot otype Model
Lcmnh (rn) 8.320 0.924
Width (m) 3.000 0 .333
Height (m) 0.941 0.105
Draft (m) 0.3l8 0.039
Centre of Gravity (rn) 0.5l9 0.062
Melacentric Height (m) 2.940 0.327
Radius of Gyration (m) 0.910 0.101
Moment of Inertia (kg.nt) 4329 0 .073
Mass(k) 5169 7.121
The experanenal model wasfabricaled from maple woodwhich had thesamedensily
as the prototype's (750 kN/rr). The styrofoam for thebillet was tbosen in the same way
to meet the characteristics required.
Eachmemberof themodel was cui first and then assembled withwoodglue. Eyebolts
were placed near the four comers of the model at the water-line to simulate actural
mooring attachments.
3.4 Modelling of the Mooring System
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A flexible chain of unifonn weight per unit length formsa catenary when supported by
the two ends. From Alexandrov (1971) the main features of the catenary fonn are :
I . The horizontal component of tension is constant along the length of line
2. Minimum line tension is equal to the horizontal component of tension
3. Tension at a given point along the line is linearly related to the y-
coordinate of the point.
As the tension at the upper end of the mooring line increases, the line geometry
progresses from the slack mode (the mooring line makes tangential contact with the
seabed applying no vertical force component to the anchor) to the taut mode (the
mooring line contacts the seabed at some finite angle thus applying a vertical force
component on the anchor).
Field infonnation indicated that 25-mm diameter galvanized chain with a unit mass of
14.3 kgfm is commonly employed as mooring lines. Recommendations from a previous
study (Morey. 1993) stated a 5:1 (horizontal distance to vertical distance) mooring line
scope should be utilized 10 reduce motion response and that alternative mooring
configurations be examined. As indicated in Figure 3.3, threedifferent configurations
(crossed non-connected, crossed connected and non-crossed) were investigated. Thefree
floating condition provides a base which can be utilized to determine the drift forces.
The crossed non-eonnected imitates the configuration utilized in previous studies while
the crossed connected and non-crossed design provide alternatives to the crossed non-
connected system.
In previous studies. it was also suggested that the chain utilized in the model tests be
replaced by a spring system. This would model the global restoring force characteristics
of a catenary mooring system. Based on theoretical fonnulae (Tsinker. 1986). the
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mooring forces for lhe prototype were determined as a function of excursion (Figur.:
3.4). As shown In Figure 3.' , the seawa rd and leeward mooring lines exhib it a stiffness
of 1.2 and -1.2 kNfm respective ly. Th is translat es to a global stiffness of 2.4 kN/m,
with an initial prererslon of 14.6 kN (Appendix A). Each model moori ng line was
constrneted from a serie s of elastic bands and calibrated 10 provide the required
stiffness . The lines were attached to eyebolts located near the four comers of the model
at the water line.
3.5 Model Characteristics
3.5.1 Mass Propert ies
Since , each member of the model was made from maple which had the same density as
the prcrorype's. the total massof the mode l was very closeto the required model mass.
Detailed calculations for uecent re of grav ity . moment of inertia and radius of gyralion
of the mode l are prese nted In Append ix B based on the theoretical formulae
(Bhattacharyya, 1978).
3.5.2 Metacmtric Heighl (Incli ni ng Test )
An inclining experiment was used to determine the transverse metace nlric height . This
involved moving a small mass across the deck urder contro lled conditio ns . and
recording the resuUing angle of inclina tion.
Thedock was Iree-f loaung fo r this test. therefore none of the moori ng lines were set
in place. The transverse ce nterline was ascertained and thedock:was marked off in z-cm
interva ls, starti ng from the centre poinl out to each side of thedock . A Shaevitz •Angle
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Figure3.3 Mooring Configurations
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Figure 3.4 Horizontal and VerticalMooring Forces
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Figure 3.5 Global Stiffness
Star" digital protracto r, was centred on the dock so as nor to interfere with the stability
of the dockand to providevisible readings for the angle of inclination. Figure 3.6 shows
the model floating dock before testing.
A 200-g weight was first placed 6 em from the centre point and the angle of inclination
was recorded. The weightwas then shifted 2 em and the angle of inclination was again
recorded , This was repeated as the weight was shifted across the dock and back and
thenacross to the otherside and back 10 the centre pointto checkthe zero reading. The
measured data can be found in Table 3. 3. Figure 3.7 shows the lest set-up for the
incliningexperiment.
Shifting the weight causes me dock 's centre of gravity to moveout a smalldistance
towards the side to whichthe weight has been shifted. The metacemnc height can now
23
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Table 3.3 incli ning Experiment Data
INCLINING EXPERIMENT
Disw<o Angleof Inclination. Change in
Displaced . Inclinalion
d (0) -...\ ,
(nn) (0)
0 0.14
6 0.53
8 0.64 0.11
10 0.74 0.10
8 0.64 0,10
6 0.54 0.10
0 0.14
0 0.14
~ -0.21
·s -<).32 0.11
·10 -0,42 0.10
·S ..(l.33 0.09
·6 -<).22 0.11
0 0.14
i AverageDifference 2 0.1025
2S
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be calculated using the ave nge displacement . til'" aver age change in angle of inclina lion.
and following sim ple lrigonomctric calculation:
(3.9)
where tv, ""mass of sma ll weight being used
d "" average distara displaced
W. "" mass of the model
U AI' "" ave rage cha nge in angle of inc linalion
The meta centrlc height det ermined from the inclinin g leSI is 0 .318 m while the value
calculated from th e proto type Is 0 .327 m.
3.5.3 Na tural Periods
To ascertain the na tural period of the model dock, se vera l decay tests were conduc ted.
1be natural periods of osc ilialion in heave and roll motions of the free floating
(unmoored) and heave. ro ll and sway motions of the non-crossed (moored ) model were
measured in thew ave tank using a potentiometer. Thena tural periodwas calcu lated from
the record as the a verage o f thepeak -to-peak values of the pos itive (as well as negative)
peaks. TIle values obu.ined from the ana lysis are included in Table 3.4. whi le Figure 3.8-
3.12 indica~ the d ecay cu rves for roll . heave and sway respectively .
Table 3.4 Deca y Test Results (Full &ale)
M ooring Roll Heave Sway
Configuration (5) (5) (,)
Cal culated 1.0 7 1.77 N/A
Free P leating 1.87 2.43 N/A
Non-crossed 1.81 2 .22 18.40
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Figure3.B DecayTest:HeaveVs.Time (Free Floating)
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t:igure 3.9 Decay Test: Roll Vs. Time (Free Floating)
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Figure3.10 DecayTest:HeaveVs. Time(non-crossed)
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Figure3.11 DecayTest: RollVs. Time (non-crossed)
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Figure3.12 DecayTest:SwayVs. Time(non-erossed)
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Chapter 4
Experimental Study
This chapter deals with the dynamic testing of theexperimental model. The objective
of the dynamic testing is to determine the dynamic response of the structure. Dynamic
resting Is very advantageous because it can be used to diagnose the response of the
structure in a number of configurations and thus be used as a tool to assess design
changes.
4.1 Experimental Arrangement
A brief description of the equipmentused intheexperimentsis presented in this section.
First the wave makersystem is described, then the instrumentation andcalibration of the
model structure, and finally data acquisition and analysis.
4.1 .1 The Wave Maker System
The wave tank facility at Memorial University is 58.27 m in length. 4.57 m in width
and 3.04 m in depth (see Figure 4.1). However , the hyd raulically operated piston type
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wave generator, installed beh ind the wave board at one end of the tank, restricts the
actual operating length to approxima tely 54.74 m. Wave filler plates fixed directly to
the front of the wave generato r are used to reduce the presence of cross tank oscillation
in the tank. The walls of the tank are of reinforced concrete cousrucnon, while the
wave board is fabricated from aluminum with a water tight teflon seal along its sides and
bottom. Several large viewing windows are conveniently located in one of the tank's
walls, enabling visual and photograp hic analysis of a model's response at surface and
sub-surface elevations.
Both regular and irregular waves spectra can be generated by the translatory rnotion
of the wave board. The force capability of the hydraulic acmator is specified at 48.8 kN
and limits the actual operat ing depth to about 2.13 m or less. Wave heights and
frequencies are governed by the motions of the actuator. Electronic control for the board
is provided from the control room through an MTS closed-loop servo-controlled system
with error detection and compensation applied through an LVDT feedback loop. Figure
4 .2 shows the wave tank facili ty.
4.1.2 Instrumen tation and Calibration
The experimental model was installed almost at mid Icng!h of the wave tank for easy
access. One capacitance type wave probe, located on the side of the model, was used
to measure theincoming waves; this was designated A for ease o f reference. The probe
is equipped with a capacitance meter to convert the change in capacitance (resulting as
the waves interact with the probe) to a d.c . voltage and was calibrated in units of
d istance in centimetres per volt. The refore, the changes in wave elevation above or
below the mcan water level co uld becomputed. Calibration of the probe was undertaken
prior to the stan of tests each day aod after the wave generator ran for 10 minutes to
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eliminate any water temperature differential. The probe was calibrated by raising and
lowering the probe ± 5 em about its zero position and measuring the voltage across the
wires at each 1 cm interval of immersion. For control, calibration of the probe was also
done at the completion of each day ' s tests. No significant d ifference between daily
calibrations occurred and linearity corre lation coefficient was always 0.999 or better.
Three rotary transducers were used to measure the motionsof the structure; these were
designated H, C and D for ease of refe rence. The rotary transducers were calibrated in
still water by adding weights in known increments [0 the string attached to the
transducer . Transducer B was used to measure the sway motion of the model. It was
placed approximately I m above the water level and was connected to the centre of
gravity of the model structure with a string. Transducers designated C and D were also
installed approximately 1 m above the water but with two lines which were connected
to the centre of the windward and leeward side of the structure; these were used to
measure the heave and roll motions respectively.
The force on the mooring line was measured using a ring dynamometer and a strain-
gauge conditioner. To prevent difficult ies due to waterproofing, the load ce ll connected
to the mooring line was arranged so that they remained well above the water level. The
strain-gauge conditioner measured the deflection in the load cell when a load was
applied. The load cell was calibrated in the same way as for the rotary transducers.
Figure 4.3 indicates the location of the instrumentation and Table 4.1 provides a
description of what each position measured.
4.1.3 Data Acquisition and Analysis
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BFigure 4.3 Instrumentation Layout
Table 4.1 Data Acquisition Positions
Pooltion Channel Description
A Capacitive Wave Probe - Wave Height (channel 1)
B Rotary Transducer - Sway (channel 2)
C Rotary Transducer - Heave/Roll (channel 3)
D RotaryTransducer- Heave/Roll (channel 4)
E Ring Dynamometer - Mooring Force (channel S)
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Data acquisition and much of the subsequent analyses were carried out in the control
room of me wave tank facility, wilh some on-line equipment producing real-time
analyses. Each signal was passed through a charge amplifier where it was calibrated and
then through a low pass filter to remove extraneous noise occurring above the maximum
cut-off frequency desired. Voltage measurements from the probe meters were fillered
in a similar manner. Subsequently, all data were digitized with an analog-to-digital
converter. Then the digitized data were transmitted via an Ethernet link system to the
Faculty's UNIX for storage. The UNIX system provided additional analysis packages ,
decreased computation limes and increased mass storage capability in a universal fonnat.
Figure 4.4 shows the entire experimental equipment installation.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
4.2.1 Test Programme
The model tests were carried out in regular and irregular waves in beam seas with sway,
heave , roll and mooring force being record ed. For regular wave tests, the wave heights
ranged from 4.4 to 8.9 cm and the wave period varied from 1 to 5 sec . This is
equival ent to a full scale wave height range of 0.4 to 0.8 m and a wave period range of
3 to 15 sec. Extremely soft springs were used to allow motions on the dock to be
measured as a free floating object for this series of 1:"515.
Another series of irregu lar wave tests were also conducted using a IONSWAP
spectrum for threedifferent mooring configurations, in addition to the free floating case.
The wave period usedwas 10 sec. full sca le at a wave height oCO,4 m. A detailed test
programme is shown in Table 4.2 and Tab le 4.3.
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Table 4.2 TestMatrix ror RegularWaves (FreeFloating, FullScale)
TES T FREQUENCY PERIOD HEIGHT DEPrH
SERIES H 5 m m
AIMI 0 .333 3 0.40 4 .5
A2Ml 0.167 6 0.40 4 .5
A3Ml 0.111 9 0.40 4.5
A4Ml 0.083 12 0.40 4.5
ASMI 0.067 IS 0.40 4.5
81 MI 0 .333 3 0.60 4 .5
B2MI 0.167 6 0.60 4.5
83M I 0 .111 9 0.60 4.5
84MI 0 .083 12 0.60 4. 5
BSMI 0 .067 15 0.60 4 .5
CIMI 0.333 3 0.80 " .5
C2M I 0.167 6 0.80 4.5
C3M I 0.111 9 0.80 4.5
C4MI 0.083 12 0.80 4 .5
C5MI 0.067 15 0.80 4.5
4.2.2 Wave Simulation
Since a true sea stateisa random phenomena. where waves arecontinually changingin
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Table 4.3 Test Matrix ror Irregular Waves (Full Scale)
TEST FREQUENCY PERIOD HEIGHT DEPTH
SERIES H 5 m m
Free Floating
DIM I 0.100 10 0.40 4.5
D2MI 0 .100 10 0.4 0 4.5
D3M I 0.100 10 0.40 4.5
Crossed Non-connected
DIM2 0.100 10 0 .40 4 .5
D2M2 0 .100 10 0 .40 4 .5
D3M2 0 .100 10 0.40 4.5
Crossed Con nected
DlM3 0.100 10 0.40 4.5
D2M3 0.100 10 0.40 4.5
D3M3 0.100 10 0.40 4.5
Non-crossed
DlM4 0 .100 10 0.40 4.5
D2M4 0 .100 10 0 .40 4.5
D3M4 0 .100 10 0 .40 4.5
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height. length and breadth, it is impossible to characterize or define it exactly in terms
of its panem or shape. It is possible, however, to define the sea in terms of the total
energy it contains. Furlhennore , it is also possible to define the contributions made to
its total energy by each of its components. That is, for any given sea state, a wave
energy spectrum may bedeveloped which expresses the wave energy density distribution
of the sea as a function of wave frequency or as a function of wave number. This is the
basis upon which the irniUlar wave spectra were simulated by the wave maker system.
A JONSWAP spectrum was used in this study 10 examine the behaviour of the
structure under realistic sea conditions. The spectral densi[)' equation used to define the
spectrum is:
where
...... [-(j -f,i'j
2 0 2/ . 2 •
(4.1)
o · 0.07
o · 0.09
A • SH,2/o•
16 y 1/3
/Mt,t, _
ja,. 1>1. >
for l<y<4 ,
B= St:.. .
4
and where fo is thepeak frequency, H, is the significant wave height, and y is a peak
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enhancement factor. (The values used for H., 'Y and f" in the experiments are 0.4 m.
3.3, and 0.1 H. , respectlvely.)
4.2.3 Irregular Wave Simulation
To simulate an irregular wave spectrum, the following five steps were carried out:
1. Having defined the desired wave spectrum, the spectral density curve was
calculated using equation (4.1). For the JONSWAP spectrum, the inputs included
the peak frequency. f", the significant wave height, H.. and the peak
enhancement factor, 'Y.
2. An initial digitized time-history drive signal was calculated by the computer.
This signal was subsequently converted to its analog fonn to drive the wave
board and create an irregular sea state in the wave tank .
3. An achieved wave spectrum was then calculated from the waves generated by the
initial drive signal. This was achieved by recording the time history data with a
wave probe located on the side of the model structure. The dala were then
manipulated by the computer software to create an achieved wave spectrum.
4. } ' y discrepancies between the desired wave spectrum and the achieved wave
spectrum was corrected via an iterative process. Variations between the two were
determined by the computer . and additional drive signals were created until the
differences between the desired and the achieved were within acceptable limits.
5. The corrected time history drive signal was applied to the wave board to create
irregular waves for model testing. Collected data were finally manipulated by the
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system application software to create spectral density information.
4.2.4 WaveStructureInteraction
As a result of the frequency resolution desired, the memory limitation of the data
acquisition computer at the wave tank facility, and sufficient data required to allow
transfer function analysis, the duration for the wave test was set at ten minutes. Three
separate runs, for each test, were carried out for the sake of accuracy. (A set of three
runs lasted approximately two hours) . This was accomplished by running a test for len
minutes (whilecollecting data). then stopping the lest and allowing the water in the tank
to senle. The water was considered settled. when the wave probe readings showed a
particular pre-determined value. Figure 4.5 shows the structure in still water. and Figure
4.6 shows the structure as it is acted upon by waves.
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Figure 4.6 Model Floating Dock Ac ted upon by Waves
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Results and Discussion
The signals obtained from the experimental investigation described in chapter 4. were
analyzed to extract relevant information. All of the test results are presentee and
discussed below. Spectral analysis techniques were used 10 obtain an overview of the
response of the floating dock in the frequency domain.
5.1 Analysis of Experimental Results
5.1.1 Model Response in Regular Waves
Body motions of a floating structure obey Newton's law and can be descr ibed as either
translational or rotational. Assume a sinusoidal force (given in Equation 5.1) is applied
to a single degree of freedom system described by Equation (Z.l)
F(I) ~ F. i" .
Taking a particular integral of the form
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(5.1)
(5.2)
and substituting this wilh Equation (5 .1) into (2.1) gives
x • Fale - eM..4 ) 10)1 - ibw ] eNl .
(c - (M +lZ ) w1j2 .. b21.12
- H(fIJ )F. ~ "" .
(5.3)
where function H (w) is the complex transfe r function between force and motion
amplitude. Taking the Teal pans of Equations (5.1) and (5. 3) also yie lds the governing
equation and solution to be of the form
whe"
( M + a ( lo) ) i + hew) X .. eX · Fllcos(,,)t .
F.'lc - eM .. a)CIJ~coswt .. bwsinw tl
X • (e _ (M .. a)w2J2 + b1w2 •
F. cos(wt _ I) .
He - (M + d )c.l2j2 + b2(0)2}1/Z
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
The total scluticn for Equation (2.1) and (5.1) is made up of the sum of the
complememary funct ion rep resenting the trans ient response ( F(tJ cO) and the
panicuJar integral describing the steady state response of Equations (5.3) or (5.S).
Fromstructural dynamics theory. it is knownthai an arbitraryfunction X(t) can be
relatedto its frequency composition X(",) by the well-known Fourier transform through
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the pair of equations
and
X(w) = .L j X(t)e -I<Mtil.
2Tr _..
(5.7)
(5.8)
If the system described by Equation (2.1) is excited by a sinusoidal force of amplitude
F" and frequency w, then the response X(t) is
(5.')
Summation by integration of many such sinusoidal components willlead to the equation
with F,,(w) written as
F,,(fJ,) = f F(t) ~ -I '" dt .
Comparing Equation (5.7) and (5 .10 ) then yields
(5.10)
(5. 11)
(5.12)
It is also known that the impulse response function can be related to the transfer
function H (w) through a Fourier transform. If the system is exci ted by the unit impulse
then F,,(w) in Equation (5 .11) becomes unity and the dynamic system response willbe
the impulse response function h(t). ~ation (5.10) then becomes
h(t) • f H(w) e"'H d6) . (5.13)
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Its Fourier transform is
H(W) • ..!.. j lI(t) lI!'-h.r dt.2'_ (5.14)
Thus the impulse responsefunction and transfer function fonn a Fourier transfer pair .
5.1.2 Response 10 Ir regular Waves
Two fundamental assumptions are made in the calculation of the response of the
structure to irregular waves:
The response of a floating body to any individual regular wave component is a
linear function of the amplitude of this component , that is. the response is
linearly proportional to the wave excitation (i.e ., the wave amplitude) .
2. The response of the structure to any individual wive component is independem
of its response to any other wave compone nt, that is, the sum of the responses
of the suucture to a number of simple sinusoidal waves is equa l to the response
of the strecmre to the sum of the waves.
1bese assumptions are quite reasonable if the wave condition is moderate and only
moderate resPOI1SCS are expected . Numerous model experiments for the similar structures
have shown that, although inprinciple the responses are nonlinear, nonlineari ties can be
ignored in practice (t.e ., Reference 5).
Mot ions of a floating structure in irregular waves can bedetermined by means of the
following steps :
1. For the particular wave condi tion in which the structure is to operate, a suitable
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wave spectrum is chosen,
2. The wave spectrum is calculated to a base of wave frequency interested .
3. A plot is obtained in which the ord inates represent the amplitude of monon (0 a
base of encountering frequency distribution. This can beobtained analytically or
by experimentation with regular or irregular waves in a tow tank.
4. The diagram obtained in step 3 is modified so that the ordinates represent the
ratio of the square of the motion amplitude divided by the square of the wave
amplitude. This diagram is termed the responseamplitudeoperator or simply the
transfonn function.
Where wave-induced structure motionsand mooring forces can be assumed to be linear
and frequency-dependent, their statistical values can be determined by spectral response
analysis techniques. This requires that a transfer function, or response amplitude
operator be determined. Basically there are two transfer functions that are involved in
deriving a body motion response from wave elevation. (1) from wave elevation to wave
force. and (2) from wave force to motion. The spectral density function Sk(f)defined in
the frequency domain can beevaluated from a random process X(t) defined in the time
domain by applying the Fourier transfer as follows
s.(/) . 1.t ! IfX(t )exp·· ·ftdl r. (5.15)
N ..- I T 0
where N is the total number of data points and T is the record length.
There are basically three parameters involved in a spectral analysis:
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1}. The length of each record 10 beanalyzed
2}. The time interval between succexive data points in a record
3). The number of intervals along the frequency axis at which the spectra value
is estimated
The response of a single degree of freedom dynamic system 10 random excitalion can
be obtained by extending the ideas of random processes to the examination of system
response. Consider the governing equation given by Equation (2.1) and take F(t) to
denote a stationary random excitation force with frequency spectrum 5Jw) and auto-
correlation function Rtft). The dynamic system response X will then have some
corresponding frequency spectrum S~(CtJ) and auto-correlation function R~ (t) . The latter
can be rewritten here as
,
R~( . ) ,., lim! f X( t )X(t+.)dt .
T_oo T 0
(5. 16)
The response of a dynamic system 10 random excitation is equivalent to the system
responding to a series of impulses of magnitude F(T)lJT with the response equation given
by
replacing t-r by TI yields
and also
X(t) " [ F (. )h (t-t )dt .
X(t) " JF (t-. I)h( t 1)dtp
o
so
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
by replac ing r with 1+1' and 1', by 1'z in Equation (S. l ll). Substituting Equations (5.18)
and (5. 19) imo (5.16) yie ldJ
R..(t) • f h (t1) Jh("l::1).
o 0
r
lim!JF(t- 'I )F(I +'{-'z)dld'fz&h1 (S.20)T o
.. ! h(l l) [h(tz) R,(t- t z+ 'f 1)dt 2d" I '
But
S (Ill) • ! f- ~('t)e ·j"·dt
. , -
•~ j t-t,n j h( t l ) .
- . 0
JII (t~R,< t -t1+t l)dt2dtl dt.
o
since h(T) =0 for 1<0 . thisequation becomes
- -
. f h( tl)t> I....1 Jh ('fz) t · "" 2
-.. -..
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(5.21)
(5.22)
where r, "" '1-11 + '11, SUbstituting Equations (5. l3), (5.14) and (5.21) into Equation
(5.22) yields
(5.23)
Inspection of the fonn of H (w) in Equation (5.3) shows that H(· w) and H(w) are complex
conjugates permitting Equation (S.23) to be written as
(5.24)
where SJw) =spectral density function of water surface elevation [m1·s]
Siw) "'"spectral density function of structure response [amplitude--s]
and I H(w)11 =response amplitude operator , as follows:
(a) For ro lling motion, IH(w}12 = (8th) ! [degl/m2J
(b) For heaving motion, I H(w}!2 "" (Hlh)l [m2/m~
(c) For swaying motion, I H(w) 12 = (Sth)2 [m1/nr]
in which 8. H, Sa nd h are ampli tudes for roll, heave, sway and incident waves,
respectively.
S.2 Experimental Results
Graphical OUtpUlS of the experimena l results are presented for:
(1) Spectral density f ·TlCtions of the signals measured with the wave probe,
(2) Response of the model to a train of regular waves , and
(3) Response of the model to irregular waves (JONSWAP spectrum)
Wave Probe Signals
As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 .3, five steps were necessary to achieve the
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desired wave spectrum. Figures 5.1~5.3 show the measured spectrum at the wave probe
designated A using the Welch method. Th is method involves averaging across adjacent
records to obtain more reliable spectral estimates than the conventional Fast Fourier
Transform (FFf) method in which no smoothing is done. Confidence limits are also
available which can be seen from Figure 5.2.
Struct ural Response to Regular and Irregul ar Waves
Before the irregular wave tests were carried out, it was necessary to examine the
behaviour of the structure 10 a train of regular waves. These tests were desirable to test
the workability of the instrumentation system. Besides. since the motion of the model
to regular waves is not as complex as that due to irregular waves, these tests were done.
bearing in m'r.d the shape of the response curve(s) th:l.tshould be expected.
The RAO obtained from the double amplitude of motion divided by the wave height
for roll, sway and heave motions are given in Figures 5.4-5.6 for all regular and
irregular waves. In the free floating configuration , the values for drift force were
recorded for theregular wave exper iments and areshown in Figure 5.7. Mooring forces
were also measured and computed for irregula r wave tests for the crossed non-
connected. crossed COUI....ected and non-erossed configurations. The results have been
included in Figure 5.8. Appendix C shows the time history plots for all the input waves
and structure responses as well as mooring forces .
5.3 Discussion of Results
DynamJc Model Response
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When comparing the model motion periods determined by calculation with those
obtained from the decay tests for the free floating case, there is an error of 45% and
27% for roll and heave respectively. II is generally accepted thai the roll period is not
significantly affected by added mass. However, when determining the mass moment of
inertia for roll the virtual mass of water entrained in the dock structure should be taken
into consideration. It is expected this would increase the period by a factor proportional
to the square ruct of a mass factor (Gaythwaite, 1990). It is also accepted that the heave
period is a function of the added mass, and is generally increased by the square root of
the added mass factor. If an added mass factor of 2 is applied to the calculated values
the corresponding roll and heave periods would be 1.89 and 2.49 seconds respectively.
These values would then equate 10 errors of only 1% and 3% for roll and heave
respectively. An added mass factor in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 is very reasonable due to
the shape and structure of the design. Comparison between the free floating and non-
crossed mooring configurations reveals that the mooring lines decreased the periods of
roll. heave and sway.
The significance of determining these periods of oscillation can be seen when
considering the monon response. With respect to heave and roll, when the incoming
waves have a sufficient height and length they can excite resonant motions when
approaching the natural periods of oscillation. For non-crossed lest series. the wave
periods range from full scale values of 3 to 15 sees as compared to natural periods of
l.81 . 2.22 and 18.40 seconds for roll, heave anc:' .way respectively. This indicates that
roll and heave motion responses in the 3 second range could be affected.
Motion Response
A comparison for the motion responses between regular and irregular waves indicates
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good agreement between the two (refer to Figure 5.4. 5.5 and 5.6). TheRAO's for the
regular waves appear to be slightly higher than for the irregular waves. These slight
differences are most probably related to limitations in the measuring devices. Since the
response in regular waves is measured from the steady-state part of the response in the
regular waves. This assumes that aU transients have diminished. For this reason.
response to regular waves can be character ized by maximum values while response to
irregu lar waves can be characterized by significant values.
The motions recorded indicate trends which occur with an elastic mooring system
which allows a significantly la..ger range of motion than thai of a chain system which
can provide no allowance for stretching. As a result lite values reported are valid up 10
a certa in displacement at which time the model will react differently. This displacement
is primarily a funcucn of the mooring line scope.
The rree floating response provides a control by which to compare the mooring
configurat ions tested. It is apparent that the non-crossed configuration provides the least
amount of roll response. approximately 10%- 25% less thanthe free floating condition
(re fer 10 Figure 5.4). The crossed connected design does reduce the motion but is nOI
significant in the savings. The crucial observation concerns the crossed non-connected
configura tion. which was utilized in previous tests (Morey. 1993). This set-up amplifies
the roll response by 20%, which in pan explains the high roll amplitudes encountered
in earlier model tests. The general trends indicate that roll decreases with increasing
period. implying at high periods the dock rides the waves.
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From Figure 5.5, it is apparent that when tile period is lower than 10 second s there is
no discernible difference between any of the mooring configurations. For wav e periods
greater than 10 seconds, a deviation from the free floating configurationoccur s. Beyond
this period, the crossed non-connected system proved to be 20% more effective than
either thecrossed connected or non-crossed configurations . TIle general trends indicate
that sway increases with increasing period, implying at high periods the dock sways
more significantly. This is reasonable when considering that the sway period for the
non-crossed mooring configuration is Us.40 seconds. Theoretically, the sway amplirude
would be largest at this period. The data supports this conclusion.
As indicated in Figure 5.6, there is no discernible difference between the mooring
configu rations and the RAO remains relati vely constant at 0.6 m/m regardle ss of the
magnitude of the wave periodor wave height. Th is is acceptable since the heave motions
tend to equal the wave height at long period s and are smaller with ..hart per iod waves .
Since different waveconditions generated the same RAO. the structure can be described
as responding "independently" to each fre quency component, the total respon se being
the sum of the responses to the various freq uencies. This verifies that the superpo sition
principle holds in this experimental study .
Mooring Forces
The mooring lines impart a global restoring force on the system depending upon the
horiz ontal displacement of the model which varies with respect to the wave height and
period. Thesecond type of wave force is nonlinear in nature and a result of the irregular
sea stale. This force, known as the drift force, is primarily a consequence of wave
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groupin g and set-down effects . The drift force is a sicady force in regular waves and a
slow.varying/ low frequency force in irregu lar waves . Theslow-vaJYing drift fo rce may
cause o verstress ing of mooring lines. As shown in Figure 5.7. the drift fo rce was
measured for a ll regular wave tests in test series A . B and C . For p:riods greater than
6 seconds there is a good agreemetV.between tests with a consistent drift force o f
approximately25 Newtons. For waveperi ods less than6 seconds. then: is a dramatic
increase to 120 Newtons at 3 seco nds.
From Figure 5.8, it is obvious that the ron-crossed moo ring sys tem resu lts in the
lowest mooring forces, with the crossed non-c onnected and crossed co nnected
configu ra tions being 17 and 28 percent la rger respe ctively . When the wave periods
exceed 8 seconds, the curves take on a li near (a nn , increasing in magnitude as the
period increases . Below 8 seconds . the val ues for the RAO become erra tic and highly
non-linear ,
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
The main objective of this study was to develop a m odel that was geometrically and
dynamically similar to a typical floating dock and to use it to measure the dynamic
motionresponseover a full rangeof waveperiods (3 to ISsecs.) forboth regular and
irregular waves in beamseas . Experiments were conducted in a wave tank equipped
with a pseudo random wave making facility. Extre me care was taken to ens ure correct
calibration andaccurate measurements inallaspectsof theexperiment. Massproperties
were established usingappropriate materials, scales and tools,and thenare reflected in
the measured GMand natural period. Combinationsof rubberbandsineach mooring line
were calibrated for correct stiffness. To obtain lhe response amp litudeoperator (RAO)
from the ambient response data. spec tral analysis techniques were used.
Basedon thereported results andevaluations, important conclusionscan be reached.
Amongthese are the following:
The results of the decay tests indicated the natural periods of motion were higher
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than determined through calculations. It was suggested the error was due to the
added mass factor which according to th e test results should be in the range or
1.5 to 2.0.
A co mparison of the free-floating and moored-motion response parameters
indicated the mooring system reduced the natural periods of motion leading to
increased accelerations but reduced translation and rotation.
The natural periods of motion in roll, heave and swayarc such that they should
nOI have detrimental effects on the dock response in the range of wave heights
and peri ods tested.
There is good agreement between regular and irregular data, exce pt that date
obtained from regular wave tests are more indicative of maximum values a nd
data obtained from irregu lar wave tests are more indicativeof significant valves.
Thest iffness of the mooring system was calibrated through clastic Lands wh ich
provide a linear system. The catenary cha in system is e lastic up to a specific
transverse disp lacement when the inelastic system gove rns. The RAD' s a nd
mooring forces should be considered in light of this fact.
For ro ll response, the magnitude of the RAO decreased exponentially as the
period increased from 3 to IS seconds. The general trend indicated roll motion
decreased asthe period increased. The non-crossed mooringconfigurationproved
to be most effective in roll, with approximate 25 % and 20 % decreases in the
RAO with re spect to the crossed non-co nnected and crossed connected,
reepecttvety.
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For sway response, the magnitude of theRAO increased exponentiallyas periods
increased from 3 to 15 seconds. The crossed non-connected mooring
configurationproved to be most effective in sway, with a 20% decrease in the
RAO with respect to the crossed connected and non-crossed systems.
For heave response, the RAOremains relatively constant at 0.6 101mregardless
of wave height and mooring configuration. There appears to be no benefit in
either of the mooring designs.
The drift force remains constantat 25 N for periods greater than 6 seconds but
increases dramatically to 120 N for a wave period of 3 seconds.
For mooring forces, when the wave periods exceed 8 seconds, the curves take
on a linear form, increasing in magnitude as the period increases. Below 8
seconds, the values for the RAObecome erratic and highly non-linear.
The non-crossed mooring system results in the lowest mooring forces, with the
crossed non-connected and crossed connected configurations being 17 and 28
percent larger respectively.
6.2 Recommendations
From the experience gained in this study, the followingrecommendations are made:
The non-crossed mooring configuration should be employedwherethe situation
permits. This willserve to decrease the roll motionand mooring forces.
Further studies into mooringconfigurations would be warranted to investigate
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other pos sible moorin g arran gements. One such example would be the use of a
clump weight mid-way along themooring lineto preve nt entang lement with boats
berthed at the structure . Other variables to be considered are stiffness and
pretension .
The low freque ncy or second-o rder wave drift force should be investigated
further to examine iu effect on mooring system perfo rmance .
Studies into the design and testing of dock connec tions should beconsidered.
Methods of dampe ning the wave energy to reduce dock motions should be
investigated.
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APPENDIX A
Catenary Mooring Calculations
AI
yFigure A.l Mooring Line Diagram
A2
l h H (Ode g) "". V. bela B Vb To
m m N do' N do' N N
0.000 0.500 0.000 " .0 --- 0.0 0.00 0.000
0.200 0.500 0.060 78.1 0.298 0.0 0.00 0.303
0,400 0 .500 0.238 68.2 0.59$ 0.0 0.00 0.641
...00 0.500 0.536 59.0 0.893 0.0 0.00 1.041
0.800 0.500 0.952 51.3 1.190 - 0.0 -0.00 1.524
1.000 0.500 1.488 45.0 1.488 0.0 000 2.10 4
' .200 0.500 2.' 42 39.' 1.7&0 0.0 0.00 .,,9
1.... 0.500 2.9 16 .... .003 0.0 -0.00 ....
1.... 0.500 .... 22.0 .... -0.0 - 0.00 ".491
1.000 0.500 ..... 29.' ' 670 .0 0.00 5.51'"
'000 0.500 5.951 26.' 09" 0.0 0.00 e.esa
. 200 0.500 7.200 24 .4 3.270 0.0 0.00 7.909
2.330 0.500 8.216 20. 3.496 0.0 0.00 ' .929
2.360 0.500 8.286 23 .0 3.611 0.0 0.00 8.999
2.370 0.500 aeee 22.9 3.1'i26 -0.0 - 0.00 9.070
" .. 0.500 8.427 22.' 3.64 1 -0.0 -0.00 9.140
""
0.500 8.498 22.7 3.556 -0.0 - 0.00 9.212
.... 0.500 ' .569 22.. ..,. go .00 0>'"
2.410 0.500 8.641 22., 3.'" 0.0 0.00 ' .330
00.. 0.500 1.112 22., 3.eee 0.0 0.00 9.427
.... . 500 "eo 22.. 3.615 - go - 0.00 9.499
.... '500 8.857 22.3 .630 0.0 0.00 ' .572
2.... 0.500 1.930 22.2 3.'" 0.0 0.00 9.645
2,460 0.500 9.003 22.. ...60 0.0 0.0 0 9.718
2.470 0.500 9.078 22.0 3.675 0.0 0.00 9.192
2.480 0.500 9.150 22.0 3.689 0.0 0.00 9.866
00" 0.500 9 .224 21 .9 ".. 0.0 0.00 9.940
.... 0.... ' .290 21.' 3.719 go 0.00 10.014
A3
oneonta orces
01 C2 2· (C1 C2)
Displacement Seaward l eeward Global
m N N N
-0.500 5.95 13.39 - 4.88
-0.300 7.20 11.66 - 8.93
- 0.150 8.22 10.45 -4.46
-0.140 8.29 10.37 -4.17
-0.130 8.36 10.29 -3.87
-0.120 8.43 10.21 -3.57
- 0.110 8.50 10.13 - 3.27
-0.100 8.57 10.06 -2.98
-0.090 8.64 9.98 - 2.68
-0.080 8.71 9.90 -2.38
-0.070 8.78 9.83 - 2.08
-0.060 8.86 9.75 - 1.79
-0.050 8.93 9.67 -1.49
-0.040 9.00 9.60 -1 .19
- 0.030 9.08 9.52 -0.89
-0.020 9.15 9.45 -0.60
- 0.010 9.22 9.37 -0.30
0.000 9.30 9.30 0.00
0.010 9.37 9.22 0.30
0.020 9.45 9.15 0.60
0.030 9.52 9.08 0.89
0.040 9.60 9.00 1.19
0.050 9.67 8.93 1.49
0.060 9.75 8.86 1.79
0.070 9.83 8.78 2.08
0.060 9.90 8.71 2.38
0.090 9.98 8.64 2.68
0.100 10.06 8.57 2.98
0.110 10.13 8.50 3.27
0.120 10.21 8.43 3.57
0.130 10.29 8.36 3.87
0.140 10.37 8.29 4.17
0.150 10.45 8.22 4.46
0.300 11.66 7.20 8.93
0.500 13.39 5.95 14.88
Stiffress 7.44 7.44 29.75
Tension 9.30 9.30 0.00
A4
ernca orces
ci C2 2' (Cl-C2)
Displacemem seaward leeward Global
m N N N
-0.500 2.98 ' .46 - 2.9.
- 0.300 3.27 4.17 - 1.79
- 0.150 3.50 3.94 - 0.89
- 0.140 3.51 3.93 -0.83
- 0.130 3.53 3.91 - 0.77
- 0.120 3.54 3.90 -0.71
-0.110 3.56 3.88 - 0.65
- 0.100 3.57 3.87 -0.60
- 0.090 3.59 3.85 -0.54
-0.080 3.60 3.84 - 0.48
-0.070 3.62 3.82 - 0.42
-0.060 3.63 3.81 -0.36
- 0.050 3.64 3.79 -0.30
-0.040 3.68 3.78 -0.2'
- 0.030 3.67 3.76 - 0.18
-0.020 3.69 3.75 - 0.12
- 0.010 3.70 3.73 -0.06
- 0.000 3.72 3.72 0.00
0.010 3.73 3.70 0.06
0.020 3.75 3.69 0.12
0.030 3.78 3.67 0.18
0.040 3.78 3.66 0.24
0.050 3.79 3.84 0.30
0.060 3.81 3.63 0.36
0.070 3.82 3.62 0 .42
0.080 3.84 3.60 0.48
0.090 3.85 3.59 0.54
0.100 3.67 3.57 0.60
0.110 3.88 3.56 0.65
0.120 3.90 3.54 0.71
0.130 3.91 3.53 0.77
0.140 3.93 3.51 0.83
0.150 3.94 3.50 0.89
0.300 '.1 7 3.27 1.79
0.500 ' .48 2.98 2.98
~lJI1IleSS 1.' l .4B 5.95
Tension 3.72 3.72 0.00
AS
ans on
Cl C2 2' (C1-C2)
Displacement Seaward l ee ward Global
m N N N
0.500 6.65 14.11 -14.9
- 0.300 7.91 12.38 - 8.95
- 0.150 8.93 11.17 - 4.48
- 0.140 9.00 11.09 -4.18
-0.130 9.07 11.01 - 3.88
-0.120 9.14 10.93 - 3.58
-0.110 9.21 10.85 - 3.28
-0.100 9.28 10.n -2.98
- 0.090 9.35 10.70 - 2.69
- 0.080 9.43 lQ.62 - 2.39
- 0.070 9.50 10.54 - 2.09
-0.060 9.57 10.47 - 1.79
-0.050 9.64 10.39 - 1.49
-0.040 9.72 10.31 -1.19
- 0.030 9.79 10.24 -0.90
- 0.020 9.87 10.18 - 0.60
-0.010 9.94 10.09 - 0.30
-0.000 10.01 10.01 0.00
0.010 10.09 9.94 0.30
0.020 10.16 9.87 0.60
0.030 10.24 9.79 0.90
0.040 10.31 9.72 1.19
0.050 10.39 9.64 1.49
0.060 10,47 9.57 1.79
0.070 10.54 9.50 2.09
0.080 10.82 9.43 2.39
0.090 10.70 8.35 2.69
0.100 10.n 9.28 2.98
0.110 10.85 9.21 3.28
0.120 10.93 9.14 3.58
0.130 11.01 9.07 3.88
0.140 11.09 9.00 4.18
0.150 11.17 8.93 4.48
0.300 12.38 7.91 8.95
0.500 14.11 6.65 14.92
~tilln.ss 7.48 - 7,46 29.84
Pretension 10.01 10.01 0.00
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Figure C.22 Test Series D2M3
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Figure C.2S Test SeriesD2M4
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Figure C.26 Test Series D3M4




